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IN 
Unquiet Bones, Peter Midgley takes on the role of 

witness. Moving through time and place, recording 

and recounting what he has seen, he places his 

often-bitter findings before us in this challenging 

collection. These are poems that push against our ideas of 

language and draw their music freely from many cultures. 

They ask us to consider both love and justice. To linger in the 

refugee camp. To listen to the bombs falling. To draw near  

the flicker of the campfire and kiss the heat of the flames.

“Unquiet Bones is delirious with language: I see several African 

languages, Afrikaans, Latin, French. It honours all of them and 

reminds the reader of the physicality, substantiality of words. 

They are just beautiful to hold in the mouth. Yes they perform 

other functions, but just consider their heft and sinuousness.”

Tim Lilburn

“In Midgley’s poems, the ‘I’ seeks not to dominate a vista but to find 

openings into human dwelling in all its variousness, its presence and 

its fear, its absence and its love. The result is a wandering that is 

truly Spinozan –  his lines, languages, encounters, multiply in avid 

interstices, in rhythms that enact and multiply meanings and reso- 

nances. The poems are living bodies both affected by and affecting 

others in the world, and they both perturb and gladden our reading.”  

Erín Moure
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bone

bone is but skin stripped bare, 

the feathers of the bird drawn back: 

that is bone.

the skin of this day is slate, 

a feather yearning itself into stone: 

words turned bone.

teeth are but bones that speak, 

dolosse tumbling from the mouth: 

bone laid bare.

words itch their way to the sun 

along the barbed syntax of the throat: 

bare bones that creak and bend.
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the raking of leaves

look up as she descends the stairs, 

thinking of what comes next –  

french toast, coffee on the deck, 

then raking the autumn leaves.

separate pathways meet at the corner –  

look up as their hands meet, 

withered stalks lingering 

under their brittle labours.
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let’s call it zakat

the young boy leaning against the observatory station wall 

can be no more than ten. i draw near, see him twirl his kufi 

nervously about his head, take it off to hide his piety. 

his fingers fold around the kufi, as if in prayer. 

he nods at me, averts his eyes. 

                                                         i’m one step beyond him 

when he reappears, pulling the kufi into his left hand, 

unsheathing the knife in his right: 

“djou wallat!” he hisses.

he takes my wallet, opens it with practised fingers, 

removes the notes, tosses the husks. then he’s gone. 

i reach over to pick up the pieces. two security guards 

pass me, return dragging their prey. 

“let him go,” i tell them. 

“he’s a tsotsi!” the guard says. 

“let him go.” 

“ma’ dis a blêrrie mugging!” his partner hoots.

“let him go,” i repeat. 

“we’ll call it zakat: 

i gave a fraction of my earnings; 

he shared a world of misery.”
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world without end

my tongue fiddles through 

your deserts                put words in our mouths 

speak a thousand tongues in my heart 

the dense forests of your hair 

pulse gunshots

and here, where the winter sun hangs low 

i possess only half 

i want to reach out 

return to what’s left behind

in your mouth i long for a sun 

large and round like an african sun 

in your mouth i belong

i see                 i open your eyes                beyond the doors 

you open my eyes 

doors                 world without end

come hold my hand 

together weave together 

become continent
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john nixon writes from new france

a faithful man. capable of obeying his orders, 

of swinging a pick into frozen sod for a winter road, 

a man of integrity to marry à la façon du pays. 

seek out: a man bearing the honesty of company recruits.

to build a fort, send a man, a country lad or prisoner of war, 

unacquainted with strong drink and used to northern climes. 

a hard worker, not debauched with the voluptuousness of the city, 

a man from a country hard to live in, where poor man’s wages

are cheap. seek out such a man. let him be subject to obedience, 

let him wield an axe and shovel to hew the sod for a fort. 

most of all, let him provide little cost of labour for the future 

cultivator of lands. send such a man, i implore you.
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the day they stopped the music
for tim huisamen

in my dreams i see him still, that beautiful, beautiful man, 

the sun slanting in through the windows, lifting the hints of red 

from his beard. he closes his eyes and leans into the sun,  

recites cavafy or van wyk louw –  

i forget which, and it no longer matters, for his voice, 

i do remember his voice 

drawing in the sound from outside, 

spilling it onto the table and through the room.

he whispers cavafy and louw and a line from neruda. gathers 

his breath, reaches for his cigarettes and the sunlight 

fading into him. he unfurls his beard, this blind buddha, 

on that fateful day when the SABC stopped the music. 

then in a thunderous voice, he announces: 

“wie de hel is hulle 

om vir my te sê 

wanneer ek na klassieke musiek mag luister!”1 

wie de hel is hulle . . .  
 
“who the hell are they 
to tell me 
when i may listen to classical music!”
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the marabou tree

black buds hunch their shoulders against the dawn, 

form a bulwark of beak and bone 

against the day. they have blossomed in the dark, 

gnarled and bleeding under the weight of knowledge 

of good and evil, waiting until, touched by the pink 

lips of morning, the carcass of the fever tree explodes 

in a cortège of charcoal and white: 

the marabous take flight in search of carrion left by night.
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to the drunk actor in a bar

these courtesans of the loneliest mind 

are dead soldiers now, and the yellow beach 

curves softly along tired footlights

sand between the toes of heaven pushes 

the remains of her cleavage 

heaving onto the cold, grim footboards

the actor smiles, revenge is organized 

now as she takes her lover 

below the waters that rush silently

across the beaches. dead soldiers 

spread out, bowing, irreverent in prayer.
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we sat all night

we sat all night in the bar, talking revolution –  

about those who stay and those who go.

towards dawn, qanti and tshidi 

set forth. they travelled so far;

as for me, i remained in the bar.
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how to build a winter road

our first task that short summer was to sow hay. 

in the false light of day we ploughed fields and tended 

stunted stalks. in the winter we burned them.

one bale at a time, we burned the ice, clawed 

our way into that patch of unfrozen soil. one bale at a time, 

one hole at a time. bale by bale we lowered ourselves into the earth,

each layer blacker than the one before. day by day, 

we cracked ice and limb, lowered our bodies into the ground. 

that is how you build a winter road: one corpse at a time.




